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ABSTRACT Computing-in-memory (CIM) is a promising approach to reduce latency and improve the
energy efficiency of the multiply-and-accumulate (MAC) operation under a memory wall constraint for
artificial intelligence (AI) edge processors. This paper proposes an approach focusing on scalable CIM
designs using a new ten-transistor (10T) static random access memory (SRAM) bit-cell. Using the proposed
10T SRAM bit-cell, we present two SRAM-based CIM (SRAM-CIM) macros supporting multibit and
binary MAC operations. The first design achieves fully parallel computing and high throughput using
32 parallel binary MAC operations. Advanced circuit techniques such as an input-dependent dynamic
reference generator and an input-boosted sense amplifier are presented. Fabricated in 28 nm CMOS process,
this design achieves 409.6 GOPS throughput, 1001.7 TOPS/W energy efficiency, and a 169.9 TOPS/mm2

throughput area efficiency. The proposed approach effectively solves previous problems such as writing
disturb, throughput, and the power consumption of an analog to digital converter (ADC). The second design
supports multibit MAC operation (4-b weight, 4-b input, and 8-b output) to increase the inference accuracy.
We propose an architecture that divides 4-b weight and 4-b input multiplication to four 2-b multiplication in
parallel, which increases the signal margin by 16× compared to conventional 4-b multiplication. Besides,
the capacitive digital-to-analog converter (CDAC) area issue is effectively addressed using the intrinsic
bit-line capacitance existing in the SRAM-CIM architecture. The proposed approach of realizing four
2-b parallel multiplication using the CDAC is successfully demonstrated with a modified LeNet-5 neural
network. These results demonstrate that the proposed 10T bit-cell is promising for realizing robust and
scalable SRAM-CIM designs, which is essential for realizing fully parallel edge computing.

INDEX TERMS Computing-in-memory, static random access memory, deep neural network, machine
learning, edge processor.

I. INTRODUCTION
Deep neural networks (DNNs) have achieved breakthroughs
in a wide variety of artificial intelligence (AI) and machine
learning (ML) applications, including image classifica-
tion [1], speech recognition [2], and facial recognition [3], [4].
Their application has penetrated other disciplines, such as
biology, materials science, and physics [5]–[7]. The DNN
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promises significant benefits for ‘‘Internet of Things’’ (IoT)
devices at the edge of the network or edge computing.
There are many advantages of edge computing, such as pri-
vacy, security, efficiency, and scalability. However, bringing
computing to the edge has some specific requirements; the
DNN processors running the computing algorithms should
be energy and area efficient to make them practical for
battery-constrained IoT devices [8].

The DNN contains multiple layers of convolutional neu-
ral networks (CNNs) and fully connected networks (FCNs).
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In these networks, the computation workload is dominated
by multiply and accumulate (MAC) operations. Approaches
are proposed to address the high computation and storage
burden by reducing weights and the precision of activations.
However, the all-digital implementation of CNNs [9], [10]
have shown that energy consumption and delays are dom-
inated by the frequent movement of inputs, weights, and
intermediate data between the processor and memory. This
problem is referred to as the von Neumann bottleneck or
memory wall [11]. Several innovative approaches have been
presented to address this issue [12]–[15].

Recently, approaches based on computing-in-memory
(CIM) have been reported to solve the memory wall prob-
lem [16]–[33]. The SRAM-based CIM (SRAM-CIM) struc-
ture allowing for the MAC operation within the memory
provides two main benefits. First, storing a large amount of
intermediate data is mitigated because the weights are not
read from memory for every MAC operation. Second, the
inherent parallel computing based on the memory structure
improves energy efficiency and increases overall throughput.

Recent SRAM-CIMworks implemented in silicon demon-
strated strong potential for improved efficiency and through-
put. Table 1 shows a summary of various SRAM-CIM bit-cell
types. The work [16] implements CIM using a six-transistor
(6T) bit-cell in a 130-nm CMOS and demonstrates a 113×
improved energy efficiency over the conventional digital
approach. A deep in-memory architecture (DIMA) [17]
reports an architecture supporting 8-b weights and activation.
The work named CONV-SRAM [18] uses analog domain
computations row-wise using 16 local blocks simultaneously,
and the analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) convert back
MAC results to the digital value. This design reports 98%
accuracy on the modified National Institute of Standards
and Technology (MNIST) dataset with 40.3 TOPS/W energy
efficiency. However, the previous approaches show design
challenges and tradeoffs. Because the work [16] uses a
pulse-amplitude modulated (PAM) word line (WL), the PAM
driver’s nonlinearity limits the inference accuracy to 90%.
Because works [16], [17] are based on a 6T bit-cell, they can
be susceptible to write disturb. The work [18] uses digital-
to-analog converters (DACs) for pulse-width modulation,

TABLE 1. Various SRAM bit-cell types.

which requires many synchronous global timing signals for
the DAC. Additionally, this work uses an integrating ADC
that needs multiple cycles to complete the conversion. The
work [19] uses twin-8T SRAM with different transistor siz-
ing to store multibit weights. This design supports multiple
inputs (1-b, 2-b, 4-b), multiple weights (1-b, 2-b, 5-b), and
7-b outputs. This work achieves up to 72 TOPS/W energy
efficiency. The ADC weight processor on each column uses
capacitors to combine the signals of multiple row bit-lines
(RBLs) and generate a reference voltage, which reduces the
array efficiency to 31.5%.

Some previous CIM designs aimed to binarize the weights
and activations to reduce the complexity, power consumption,
and hardware costs. This approach is suitable for applications
requiring moderate accuracy. The work [21] uses a split
word-line for compact 6T bit-cell SRAM to support binary
MAC operation. This work performs 4096 operations per
cycle and achieves a throughput of 278.2 GOPS; the 6T
bit-cell is susceptible to the write disturb. This problem can
be addressed by adding more transistors or capacitors into
the bit-cell, such as Xcel-RAM [20], XNOR-SRAM [22],
and C3SRAM [23]. The Xcel-RAM approach [20] uses
10T bit-cell and performs binary MAC operation between
the weight and input that are stored in two different rows.
Therefore, it requires two write operations in SRAM mode
before the MAC operation. Besides, this structure processes
a maximum of one binary MAC operation per section; this
work achieves a relatively low throughput of 8.5 GOPS. The
XNOR-SRAMapproach [22] uses a 12T bit-cell and achieves
614 GOPS throughput. The C3SRAM [23] uses an 8T bit-cell
with one capacitor and achieves a relatively high 1638 GOPS
throughput. Because these works use flash ADC with multi-
ple comparators and voltage references, they increase power
consumption. Besides, capacitors are used inside the bit-cell,
which increases the bit-cell area by 27% [23].

In this paper, we propose SRAM-CIM designs addressing
the issues of the previous works. The proposed approach
focuses on scalable CIM designs using a new 10T bit-cell,
robust to the write disturb. We present two SRAM-CIM
designs. The first design achieves fully parallel computing
and high throughput using 32 parallel binary (1-b weight, 1-b
input, and 1-b output) MAC operations. A dynamic reference
generator and a sense amplifier (SA) with an input-boosting
technique improve the accuracy. Implemented in 28 nm
CMOS process, this design achieves 409.6 GOPS throughput,
1001.7 TOPS/W energy efficiency, and 169.9 TOPS/mm2

throughput-area efficiency. The second design supports
multibit (4-b weight, 4-b input, and 8-b output) MAC opera-
tion to increase the inference accuracy. We propose an archi-
tecture that divides 4-b weight and 4-b input multiplication
to four 2-b multiplication in parallel. This approach increases
the signal margin by 16× compared to conventional 4-b
multiplication. We propose an area-efficient approach for
realizing the capacitive DAC in a successive approximation
register (SAR) ADC using intrinsic bit-line capacitances of
the SRAM-CIM macro.
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II. 10T SRAM-CIM FOR BINARY MAC
This section presents a 10T SRAM-CIM unit macro for
binary MAC operation realized in the 28 nm CMOS process.
Using the process scaling and full parallel computing sup-
ported by advanced circuit techniques, the proposed approach
achieves significant improvement in energy efficiency
(1001.7 TOPS/W) and throughput density (409.6 GOPS/Kb).

A. 10T BIT-CELL FOR BINARY MAC
Fig. 1 shows the schematic and layout of the proposed 10T
SRAMbit-cell. The 10T cell consists of a standard 6T SRAM
cell for the storage unit and four transistors (M0 - M3)
for decoupled read ports. Two read ports of the RBL and
RBLX are controlled by differential read word-lines (RWL
and RWLX). Compared to [20], our approach is simple with
the read ports connected to the ground; the bit-cell structure is
suitable for scaling to a large macro size. The area ratio com-
paredwith the 6T bit-cell is 1.79. In the SRAMmode, the read
and write operations are performed using a write word-line
(WWL) and a bit-line pair (BL and BLX), similar to the
conventional 6T SRAM bit-cell. In CIM mode, the RWL and
RWLX in each row represent the activation input IN[i]. If an
input value is IN[i] = ‘+1’, the corresponding RWL[i] is
asserted as ‘1’ and RWLX[i] is asserted as ‘0’, and vice versa
for IN[i] = ‘−1’. When the bit-cell stores the weight ‘+1’,
the storage nodes have a logic level of Q = 1 and QX =
0, and vice versa for ‘−1’. Table 2 summarizes the input-
weight-product (IWP) function of the 10T bit-cell. The read
current IRC on RBL and RBLX (See Fig. 6) represents the
IWP between IN[i] and W[i]. If the IWP result is ‘+1’, IRC
is generated in either RBL or RBLX. There is no IRC for
IWP = ‘−1’.

FIGURE 1. Schematic and layout of the proposed 10T SRAM bit-cell.

TABLE 2. Truth table of the proposed 10T SRAM bit-cell.

FIGURE 2. Write disturb issue in the conventional 6T bit-cell.

Fig. 2 shows the SRAM-CIM based on 6T bit-cell [18].
Foundry 6T-SRAM has the advantage of a compact layout;
however, write disturb can occur [17], [21]. During the CIM
operation, multipleWWLs are activated for the same bit-line.
If the bit-line voltage (VBL or VBLX) of this column decreases
below VWM, there might be a pseudo-write operation in one
of the accessed bit-cells, which overwrites the stored data.
The write margin VWM is defined as the bit-line value at
the point where the stored data can flip, and VBL should
be limited during the CIM operation. Previously, techniques
such as WL under-drive [16] and BL diode clamping [21] are
used to mitigate the write disturb. The under-drive, limiting
VWL < 0.4 V, slows down the pass transistor operation and
eventually impacts speed. Limiting the BL voltage can impact
the signal-to-noise ratio by reducing the range for various
MAC values [31].

Fig. 3 compares the signal margin VSM of the proposed
10T and conventional 6T bit-cells. In the 6T cell, the signal
margin is calculated using the VDD, write margin VWM, and
the number of activated WWLs (or word-lines). The voltage
of various MAC results on the BL is set from VWM to VDD to
prevent the write disturb scenario. Monte Carlo simulations
considering global and local variations are used to obtain
VWM. And the mean and the standard deviations are 362 and
19 mV. Using VWM for the 6T cell, the signal margin is
obtained asVSM = (VDD -VWM)/(number of activatedWWL)
[19], [34]. In the case of 10T bit-cell, VSM is the smallest

FIGURE 3. Comparison of the signal margin of the proposed 10T bit-cell
and conventional 6T bit-cell.
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difference between the two switching voltages on the RBL
after multiplication. The MAC result on the RBL can vary
from 0 to VDD without write disturb [19]. Then, VSM depends
on the number of activated RWLs as VSM = VDD/(number
of activated RWLs). The result shows that the proposed 10T
bit-cell achieves a 1.57× higher signal margin than that of
the conventional 6T bit-cell for the same number of activated
word-lines.

Because DNNs are usually error-tolerant, it may be worth
exploiting the advantage of 6T SRAM bit-cell for a compact
layout. Work [16] presents an extensive study on handling
errors of analog in-memory computing using 6T bit-cell.
A strong classifier is built using the results from weak classi-
fiers for boosting and weighted voting. The result shows that
the extended AdaBoost can overcome the error, even from
circuit non-idealities; however, the accuracy is achieved after
the increased iterations. Because this approach uses a multi-
tude (> 40) weak classifiers with an additional voting circuit,
it can eventually consume more power, which is indicated by
themoderate energy efficiency of 11.5 TOPS/W [16] and 1.94
11.5 TOPS/W [17]. We note that the proposed 10T bit-cell
with the decoupled ports is robust to write disturb. This
approach allows the enhanced signal margin and achieves an
excellent energy efficiency of 170 TOPS/W (See Table 1).

B. MACRO ARCHITECTURE
Fig. 4 shows the block diagram of the proposed 10T SRAM-
CIM unit-macro for binary MAC operation. The proposed
unit-macro includes 32 rows × 32 columns of 10T bit-
cells, a reference (REF) array block, a read word line
(RWL) driver, a CIM input-output (CIM_IO) block, and a
CIM control block (CIM_CTL). The RWL driver consists
of 32 decoders and driver cells. The CIM_IO includes 32
evaluation (EVAL) cells, 32 sense amplifiers (SAs), a VREF
generator (VREF_GEN) cell, and a sense enable generator

FIGURE 4. Overall architecture of the proposed SRAM-CIM for binary
MAC operation.

(SE_GEN) cell. The REF array block uses three columns
of 10T bit-cells for generating the reference voltage VREF and
the sense enable signal SEN. All the IRC of the RBL and
RBLX in the same column are summed in the EVAL cell.
The EVAL cell converts the summed current to an analog
voltage. The SA cell compares this analog voltage with VREF
to produce a binary output.

The proposed 10T SRAM-CIM macro supports two
modes: SRAM and CIM modes. The SRAM mode performs
the write operation to store the trained weights into the array
using the read/write control (RW_CTL) and read-write IO
(RW_IO) blocks. A single active WWL accesses one row via
the RW_IO block. The CIM mode is used for binary MAC
operations. The proposed unit-macro supports 32 binary
MAC operations in parallel for 32 activation inputs (IN) and
32 weights (W). The weights (W) are stored into a number
m (m = 0 to 31) of 10T bit-cells in the same column. For
MAC operation, multiple rows are activated simultaneously,
and each IN[n] is fed through an RWL driver to activate the
RWLn and RWLXn pair (n = 0 to 31). By activating multiple
RWL pairs, the current sum of the n bit-cells is sensed at RBL
and RBLX to determine the IWP = IN ×W.
Fig. 5 shows the mapping of the inputs and weight for

the proposed SRAM-CIM macro. Multiple weight channels
are stored in multiple columns of the array. Each column of
the 10T bit-cell is correlated with one weight channel. The
inputs corresponding to the weight are applied to multiple
rows by activating each row’s RWL pair. The IWP is pro-
cessed in each 10T bit-cell, and currents are accumulated
in each column to generate the MAC output OUT[0:31].
The proposed unit macro supports a maximum of 32 MAC
operations. High throughput is achieved by computing all

FIGURE 5. Mapping of activation inputs and weight using the proposed
SRAM-CIM macro.
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columns in parallel, and the proposed approach achieves a
maximum of 1024 MAC operations per cycle.

C. DYNAMIC VREF GENERATOR AND EVALUATION
TIME TRACKING
Fig. 6 shows the circuit-level binary MAC operation with
related waveforms. The IWP of each 10T bit-cell results in
IRC, with the currents summed in the EVAL cell. All of
the IRC from the RBL and RBLX are summed by turning
on the MP1 using EVAL_EN, which closes the current path.
The RBL voltage VRBL,IN depends on the summed current by
the voltage divider action provided by MP1. The VRBL,IN is
compared with VREF to generate theMAC output OUT[0:31].
The EVAL_EN signal is turned on in a short time (∼ 2 nsec)
during the evaluation period.

Fig. 7 shows the schematic of the REF array block.
It consists of three reference columns (RC1,2,3) of
the 10T bit-cell and a REFWL header. Using the
REF array block, VREF_GEN provides dynamic VREF

FIGURE 6. Binary MAC operation in each column with related waveforms.

FIGURE 7. Schematic of the reference array block, dynamic VREF
generator, and sense enable signal generator.

generation, and SE_GEN provides evaluation-time track-
ing for the SA. The REFWL header block sets all the
REFWLs to ‘1’ (all REFWLXs to ‘0’) using the tie-cell.
The tie-cell contains four transistors generating tie-high
(TH) = VDD and tie-low (TL) = gnd signals.

Two reference columns, RC1,2 are used to generate VREF,
depending on the number of activation inputs. During the
binary MAC operation, OUT is determined by the number
NIWP+1 of IWP= ‘+ 1’ andNIWP−1 of IWP= ‘− 1’ bit-cells
in the same column. When NIWP+1 > NIWP−1, the MAC
output is 1, and vice versa. Therefore, the NIWP+1 of the
reference columns RC1,2 is set to half of the inputs so that the
VREF_GEN cell generates appropriate VREF. The number of
bit-cells in RC1,2 storing data ‘1’ and ‘0’ depends on n. If n
inputs is an even number, the n/2 bit-cells of RC1 and (n-
2)/2 bit-cells of RC2 store data ‘1’ and the remaining bit-cells
store data ‘0’. If n is an odd number, the (n + 1)/2 bit-cells
of RC1 and (n-1)/2 bit-cells of RC2 store data ‘1’, and the
remaining bit-cells store data ‘0’.

One reference column of RC3 is used as a replica of
the loading in RBL/RBLX. Using the replica, the SE_GEN
produces the SEN signal by tracking the worst-case load-
ing of the column line. When EVAL_ENX is asserted,
the RBLs/RBLXs are pre-charged to a voltage level corre-
sponding to multiplying results on the columns, and the max-
imum output is VDD; all bit-cells on the RC3 column are set
to ‘0’. Then, RBLSE and RBLXSE are charged from 0 to VDD
when EVAL_EN is asserted to start the evaluation phase (See
Fig. 6). When generating the SEN signal for the SA, this set-
ting represents the worst-case rise time in RBLSE/RBLXSE.
This approach ensures the proper evaluation timing tracking
for the SA to evaluate the final output.

Fig. 8 shows the simulated RBL/RBLX voltage as a func-
tion of the number of activated inputs. The result includes the
RBL/RBLX voltages for the OUT = 0 and 1 states. Here,
VOUT0 is the lowest VRBL,IN value when the MAC output
is 0, and the VOUT1 is the highest VRBL,IN when the output
is 1. We note that the generated VREF closely tracks both
VOUT0 and VOUT1 for a different number of activated inputs,
indicating the effectiveness of the dynamic VREF generator.

FIGURE 8. A plot of VREF and RBL/RBLX levels as a function of the
number of activated inputs.
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FIGURE 9. Statistical distribution of VREF for the case of 25 activated
inputs obtained using 200 Monte Carlo simulations, with VDD = 1 V.

FIGURE 10. Statistical distribution of the margin.

Fig. 9 shows the statistical distribution of VREF for 25 acti-
vated inputs. The mean value is 0.612 V with a standard
deviation of 0.102 V (∼16%). Fig. 10 shows the distribution
of the Margin-0 (the difference between VOUT0 and VREF)
and Margin-1 (the difference between VREF and the VOUT1)
for the case of 25 activated inputs. When we consider the
mean value, the results show that both Margin-0 (24 mV) and
Margin-1 (25 mV) are greater than the offset spread (∼6 mV)
of the SA. The results indicate that the proposed VREF_GEN
produces appropriate VREF in the middle of VOUT0 and VOUT1
by closely tracking the output of the computing columns.

The proposed structure is scalable to support a large capac-
ity SRAM-CIM. When the number of columns increases,
we can reuse the periphery circuits without modification,
which keeps the signal margin unchanged. When the num-
ber of rows increases, the proposed VREF_GEN generates
appropriate VREF by tracking the number of rows in the
computing columns. Because the number of rows affects
the signal margin, the upper limit for the scaling can be set
by considering the tradeoff between the throughput and the
signal margin.

D. SENSE AMPLIFIER USING INPUT BOOSTING
Fig. 11 shows the schematic of the SA. The SA is based
on a Strong-Arm latch comparator and the input boost-
ing circuit (IBC). The IBC realized using two capaci-
tors and six switches, similar to the one used in ternary
content-addressable memory (TCAM) [35]; the SA’s input is
determined by the MAC operation in the SRAM-CIM while

FIGURE 11. Schematic of the proposed SA with associated waveforms.

FIGURE 12. Statistical distribution of the Input offset of the proposed SA
with (a) VCM = 0.6V, (b) VCM = 0.7 V.

it is determined by the number of the mismatched cells in the
TCAM.

The SA operates in three phases. In the first phase, SW1-4
are on, and SW5-6 are off, which sets VRBL,IN connected to
the positive input SIN+ (VREF connected to SIN-). The bottom
node ofC1 andC2 are connected toVREF andVRBL,IN, respec-
tively. In the second phase, SW1-4 turns off, and SW5-6 turns
on, which sets the SIN+ and SIN- nodes floating. The bottom
of C1 changes from VREF to VRBL,IN to generate a coupling
voltage across C1 such that SIN+ is increased to (2VRBL,IN
– VREF). Similarly, SIN- changes to (2VREF – VRBL,IN). Then,
the input difference of the SA is boosted to 3(VRBL,IN– VREF).
In the third phase, the SEN signal is enabled to generate the
output. The IBC allows tolerating three times smaller input
offset than conventional SA. Fig. 12 shows the distribution
of the input offset voltages of the proposed SA using the
common-mode (CM) voltage VCM = 0.6 V and 0.7 V. The
200 Monte Carlo simulations are performed at VDD = 1 V
and room temperature. In both cases, the sum of the mean
and the standard deviation is less than 8.5 mV.

Fig. 13 shows the comparison of the input offset (or the
smallest differential input) as a function of VCM. The result
shows that the one sigma input offset of the proposed SA
is 2.5× smaller than that of a conventional latch-type SA.
Fig. 14 shows a comparison of the sensing delay between
proposed and conventional SA as a function of VCM. Using
the IBC, the proposed SA operates with reduced delay across
a wide range of VCM. The sensing delay of the proposed SA is
1.64× smaller than that of conventional SA at VCM = 0.4 V.
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FIGURE 13. Comparison of the input offset of the proposed and
conventional SA.

FIGURE 14. Comparison of the sensing delay as a function of the input
common-mode voltage.

E. MEASUREMENT RESULTS
The SRAM-CIM unit-macro with a 32×32 array is fabricated
using a 28 nm CMOS process. Fig. 15 shows the microphoto-
graph with a core area of 37 × 64 µm2. The area breakdown
shows that the array efficiency is 34.2%, which can be further
increased using a larger macro size. The power breakdown
shows that the CIM_IO consumes 63.6% of the power with
the current switching of EVAL, VREF_GEN, SE_GEN cells.
The remaining blocks dissipate power during the input and
control signal switching. Table 3 shows the summary of the
proposed SRAM-CIM unit-macro.

FIGURE 15. Microphotograph of the fabricated 10T SRAM-CIM unit
macro. The area and power breakdowns are also shown.

TABLE 3. Chip summary of the SRAM-CIM for binary MAC.

Fig. 16 shows the test setup for the SRAM-CIM unit
macro. The computer sends the input images to the
field-programmable gate array (FPGA), and the FPGA per-
forms inference tasks with the SRAM-CIM. The infer-
ence result is collected through the USB port, and the
FPGA interfaces with the SRAM-CIM by general-purpose
input/output (GPIO) and level-shifters. A modified LeNet-
5 neural network model [36] is implemented for inference of
the MNIST dataset. The network contains two convolution
layers (CONV1, CONV3), two max-pooling layers (POOL2,
POOL4), and three fully connected layers (FL5, FL6, FL7).
There are additional implemented layers for batch normaliza-
tion and nonlinear binary activation. Table 4 shows the param-
eter mapping of CONV1 and FL7 layers for the SRAM-CIM.
The weight size of the CONV1 is 5 × 5, with one input
channel and eight output channels. Each of the eight output
channels is mapped to one array column. In every cycle,
25 (=5 × 5) activation inputs (IN[i]) are sent through the
buffer to 25 rows of the SRAM-CIM array, and eight activa-
tion outputs are computed in parallel. Therefore, the SRAM-
CIM processes 25× 8×2 operations per clock cycle. For the
FL7 layer, 32 output channels are mapped to 32 columns, and

FIGURE 16. Test setup for the 10T SRAM-CIM unit macro. The modified
LeNet-5 structure is also shown.
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TABLE 4. Parameter mapping of the layer for the SRAM-CIM.

the 32 activation inputs are sent to the array every cycle to
process the computation, resulting in 32 × 32×2 operations
per cycle. The remaining layers (CONV2, FL5,6) can be
implemented by additionally loading to the proposed SRAM-
CIM one after the other; all the layers in the network need to
be accelerated to avoid the execution bottleneck. The control,
nonlinear layers (pooling layers, activation, and batch-norm
layer), and channel accumulation operations are implemented
in the FPGA. The data are transferred back and forth between
the PC and the test chip. An inference accuracy of 96.5%
is achieved using the implementation. The accuracy loss
compared to the simulation is within 2%. If the network size
exceeds the fabricated SRAM-CIM’s capacity or the layer
size is larger than 32× 32, multiple re-loading of inputs and
weights are needed to emulate the scenario of using multiple
macros [28]. In this case, limiting the output to 1-bit can lead
to a relatively large loss of accuracy [21].

Fig. 17(a) shows the energy efficiency comparison. Our
work achieves excellent energy efficiency compared to other
works. For example, our work achieves 24×, 2.5×, and
1.5× higher energy efficiencies than [18], [22], and [23],
respectively. Fig. 17(b) shows the throughput compared with
other works. Our work achieves a relatively high throughput
compared to [18]–[21], for example, more than 19× higher
than those of [18]–[20]. When we consider throughput per
macro size (GOPS/Kb) or throughput density, ours is higher
than other studies, except [23]. Our work achieves 74×
and 5× improved throughput density than [19] and [21],
respectively. Compared to work [22], our work achieves
10× higher throughput density and 1.5× lower throughput.
We note that [22] and [23] use additional transistors (12T)
and a capacitor (8T1C) for the bit-cell; our work achieves
31× and 8× higher throughput per area (or area efficiency
in TOPS/mm2), respectively, as shown in Fig. 17(c). Addi-
tionally, [22] uses flash ADC with large power consumption
and requires more than ten external voltage references. On the
other hand, work [19] achieves 3.2× higher area efficiency
than ours; this is achieved using about a four-times larger
array size than ours.

Table 5 shows a comparison of the proposed architecture
with previous SRAM-CIM works. Compared to [18], [19],
which uses multibit MAC operation, the inference accuracy
for the MNIST dataset is 2-3% lower; however, the through-
put and energy efficiency are 6× and 14× higher, respec-
tively. Our work achieves a similar inference accuracy

FIGURE 17. Comparison of (a) energy efficiency, (b) throughput, (c) area
efficiency with other works.

of 96.5% with the work [21] using 1-b precision; our work
achieves an improvement of 1.5× in throughput, 18× in
energy efficiency, and 5× in area efficiency compared to [21].
Compared to Xcell-RAM [20], which supports up to 5-b
output precision, our work achieves 48× and 8× higher
throughput and operations per cycle, respectively. In sum-
mary, our work achieves the highest energy efficiency among
other works. Throughput per area is higher than other works,
except [19]. Throughput per macro size or throughput density
(GOPS/Kb) is higher than other works, except [23].

To investigate whether the benefits of our work is derived
from the process advancement (28 nm) or the circuit tech-
niques, we use a technology scaling factor Stech [37], which
is 2.32, 1.96, and 1.61 for 65 nm, 55 nm, and 45 nm
CMOS; we assume that other designs are also implemented
in 28 nm technology and calculate the performance metric as
follows: throughput ∝ (Stech), energy efficiency ∝ (Stech)2,
and throughput/area ∝ (Stech)2. Compared to [18], [19], the
energy efficiency of our work is still 4.6× and 3.6× higher,
respectively. Compared to [20], our work achieves 30× and
19× higher throughput and energy efficiency, respectively.
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TABLE 5. Comparison with similar studies.

Compared to [21], our work achieves an improvement
of 2.5× in throughput density and 3.3× in energy effi-
ciency. Compared to [22], our design obtains 4.6× improved
throughput density and 2× lower energy efficiency. Our
design has lower throughput and energy efficiency than [23];
however, ours achieves a 1.6× gain in throughput/area.

III. 10T SRAM-CIM FOR MULTIBIT MAC
This section presents a 10T SRAM-CIMunit macro formulti-
bit MAC operation. The result provides proof-of-concept
validation of two parallelMACoperations in a 180 nmCMOS
process.

A. 10T BIT-CELL FOR MULTIBIT MAC
Fig. 18 shows the schematic and layout of the 10T SRAM
bit-cell. The two identical cells of M10T and L10T form a
pair. The M10T and L10T share the same RBLM and RBLL,
but use separate RWLM (for M10T) and RWLL (for L10T).
Each 10T-SRAM cell consists of a 6T-cell as the storage unit
and four transistors (N0-N3) for the decoupled read port. The
transistors N0-N1 and N2-N3 form two differential read ports
on RBLM and RBLL, respectively. The studies [19], [20] use
additional read ports, as does ours; the connection and the
usage of them are different from ours. We note two advan-
tages of the proposed 10T bit-cell: 1) it increases the swing
on the RBLM and RBLL without the write disturb, which can
occur in the CIM based on 6T bit-cells, 2) the 10T pair cell
processes two IWPs in parallel on the two bit-lines of RBLM
and RBLL. The area ratio of the 10T pair compared with two
6T bit-cells is 1.52.

FIGURE 18. Schematic and layout (L10T) of the 10T SRAM bit-cell for
multibit MAC.

The SRAM-CIM unit-macro supports two modes: SRAM
and CIM modes. In the SRAM mode, the 10T cell works
in a functionally similar manner to the standard 6T cell
using the bit-line pair (BL, BLX) and a write word-line
pair (WWLM for M10T and WWLL for L10T). The stored
weights are accessed using a standard read/write peripheral
circuit via a single active WWL. Two cycles are needed
to access the M10T and L10T. Each 4-b kernel is stored
in four array rows (See Fig. 22), which needs four cycles
to write one kernel into the array. In each cycle, the write
operation starts by applying the kernel to the RW_IO block.
Then, they are converted to the bit-line level through the
write driver. The WWL on the selected row turns on to write
the weight into the bit-cell. In the CIM mode, RBLM and
RBLL are pre-charged to an analog level corresponding to
the digital inputs IN[3:2] and IN[1:0], respectively. Then,
RWLM and RWLL are asserted by the different numbers of
the pulse. One pulse for RWLL and two pulses for RWLM
represent multibit weights. The generated current on each
read bit-line (RBLM and RBLL) is proportional to the 2-bit
weight value (W[1:0]). The most-significant-bit (MSB) and
least-significant-bit (LSB) of W[1:0] are stored in M10T and
L10T, respectively. Then, the output voltage on each RBLM
and RBLL represents the IWP between the 2-b input and 2-b
weight as IWPRBLM = IN[3:2] × W[1:0] and IWPRBLL =
IN[1:0] ×W[1:0].

B. MACRO ARCHITECTURE
Fig. 19(a) shows the block diagram of the proposed SRAM-
CIM unit-macro. It consists of 128 rows× 16 columns of 10T
SRAM bit-cells separated into two MAC blocks (MACB#
0 andMACB# 1) to support two parallel multibit MAC opera-
tions. The unit-macro includes 16 column-wise digital-analog
converters (DACs) in the CIM_IO block, an RWL pulse
generator, two ADC blocks (ADCBs), and weight combined
blocks (WCBs). There are some periphery blocks to support
the SRAM mode, such as a row decoder, RWL driver, and
RW_IO block. The RW_IO includes sense amplifiers and
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FIGURE 19. Block diagram of the proposed SRAM-CIM unit-macro for
multibit MAC operation, (b) schematic of the MACB, ADCB, and WCB.

write drivers for the read and write operations. Fig. 19(b)
shows a detailed schematic of the MACB. It is divided into
two localMAC blocks (LMAC) storing 4-bweightsWk,j[3:0]
(Wk,j[3:2] stored in LMACMSB and Wk,j[1:0] stored in
LMACLSB). Each LMAC consists of 16 column-wise mul-
tiplication units (CMUs). Each CMU has sixteen 10T pair
bit-cells with one accumulation and reference cell (ARC).
The ADCB includes four ADCs divided into two local ADC
blocks (LADC), which simultaneously convert four analog
values VAs to four 4-b digital values. The four VAs include
VALL, VALM, VAML, and VAMM. The WCB consists of two
6-b and one 8-b ripple carry adders, and it combines four 4-b
units of data from ADCs and generates an 8-b output.

In CIM mode, the MAC operation consists of four phases.
1) The first phase: sixteen 4-b inputs (IN<15:0>[3:0])

are fed into 16 column-wise DACs, which convert the 4-b
digital code to the analog voltages on two global read bit-lines

(GRBLM and GRBLL). The analog levels on GRBLM and
GRBLL represent 2-b of the MSB (IN[3:2]) and 2-b of the
LSB (IN[1:0]), respectively. The GRBLM and GRBLL are
shared by two RBLM and RBLL of all the LMAC arrays.
2) The second phase: each CMU computes two IWPs and

generates voltages on RBLM and RBLL. Two outputs from
the sixteen CMUs are accumulated in the ARC blocks, which
generate two VAs in each LMAC block.

3) The third phase: VAs are converted to 4-b data by
the ADCB. The conventional method converts the 4-b input
to an analog voltage and then performs multiplication with
4-b weights stored in the array. Instead, our approach first
divides it into four 2-b multiplications. The ADCB converts
four multiplied outputs to four 4-b outputs. Then, the WCB
generates the final 8-b output by combining four 4-b elements
of data. The four VAs of kth kernel operation represent the
product as

VALL =

15∑
i=0

(INi[1 : 0]Wk,i[1 : 0]),

VALM =

15∑
i=0

(INi[3 : 2]Wk,i[1 : 0]),

VAML =

15∑
i=0

(INi[0 : 1]Wk,i[3 : 2]),

VAMM =

15∑
i=0

(INi[3 : 2]Wk,i[3 : 2]). (1)

This operation is performed in parallel for all LMAC blocks,
converting the analog outputs VAs (from ARC blocks) to the
corresponding four 4-b outputs.

4) The fourth phase: the WCB combines four 4-b elements
of data from ADCB and generates the 8-b output as

MAC[7:0]

= MACLL[3 : 0]+MACLM[3 : 0]× 22

+MACML[3 : 0]× 22 +MACMM[3 : 0]× 24

=

15∑
i=0

(INi[1 : 0]Wk,i[1 : 0])+
15∑
i=0

(INi[3 : 2]Wk,i[1 : 0])22

+

15∑
i=0

(INi[1 : 0]Wk,i[3 : 2])22

+

15∑
i=0

(INi[3 : 2] Wk,i[3 : 2])24

=

15∑
i=0

(INi[3 : 0]Wk,i[3 : 0]). (2)

C. CURRENT MODE DAC
Fig. 20 shows the DAC in the CIM_IO block, with the related
waveforms. The CIM_IO includes sixteen current-steering
DACs. Each DAC consists of two groups of binary-weighted
current sources using a cascode PMOS stack biased in the
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FIGURE 20. Schematic of the CIM_IO block and current-steering DAC,
with related waveforms.

saturation region. The VBIAS controls the pre-charged pulse
width, and the RST signal resets the previous state of the
GRBLM and GRBLL. During the reset phase, the 4-b inputs
(INi[3:0]) of each column are split into two groups INi[3:2]
and INi[1:0] and fed into the DAC. After the pre-charge
phase, the DAC converts INi[3:2] and INi[1:0] values to the
analog voltage of GRBLM and GRBLL, respectively.

D. MULTIBIT PARALLEL COMPUTING SCHEME
Fig. 21 shows the multibit parallel computing scheme. The
waveform for multiplication and accumulation in an LMAC
block is also shown. The proposed approach supports four
multiplications between the 2-b input and 2-b weight stored
in the array. The pre-charging signal (PRE) in the ARC
block is turned on during the first phase (DAC phase). Then,
the RBLM and RBLL are pre-charged to the voltage levels
corresponding to GRBLM and GRBLL, respectively, repre-
senting 4-b input values. The second phase starts by asserting
one pulse for the RWLL and two pulses for the RWLM. The
number of RWL pulses realizes the multibit weights [26].
These pulses activated on the same pair row in the LMACMSB
and LMACLSB blocks are generated from the RWL pulse
generator in the CIM_CTL. The input address ADR[3:0] for
the selected pair row is driven to the ADR latch and the pre-
decoder circuit. They are fully decoded by a row decoder in
each paired row, which generates the WL_EN signal. After
multiplying the 2-b input and 2-b weight on each RBLM and
RBLL, the average signal (AVG) is turned on to accumulate
all the RBLM and RBLL values on 16 columns, which gener-
ates the four VA values.

Fig. 22 shows the data mapping of the kernels and feature
inputs into the MACB. The proposed SRAM-CIM stores
multiple 4-b kernels (Wk,j[3:0]) in the MACB. Two 10T
bit-cells are combined to form a bit-cell pair to store the
2-b weight. Each LMAC contains 16 bit-cell pair rows to

FIGURE 21. Multibit parallel computing scheme with the waveforms of
multiplication and accumulation operation in an LMAC.

FIGURE 22. Schematic showing the mapping of the feature inputs and
kernels into the MACB.

store sixteen 2-b kernels. Each 4-b kernel is separated into
MSB (Wk,j[3:2]) and LSB fragments (Wk,j[1:0]), which are
mapped to a cell-pair row in the LMACMSB and LMACLSB,
respectively. The unit-macro supports a maximum of k =
16 kernels, i = 16 inputs, and j = 16 kernel element values.

E. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
Fig. 23 presents a signal margin comparison between 4-b
multiplication and 2-b multiplication. The conventional
approach of computing the 4-b input and the 4-b weight by
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FIGURE 23. Signal margin comparison between the conventional 4-b and
proposed 2-b multiplication approaches.

FIGURE 24. Statistical distribution of the DAC outputs obtained using
200 Monte Carlo simulations.

a 4-b multiplication has 256-b levels with a 7 mV unit step
(VDD = 1.8 V). The proposed approach divides it into four
2-b multiplications having 16 levels with a 112.5 mV unit
step. The simulation result shows that this approach improves
the signal margin by 16 times. Fig. 24 shows the statistical
distribution of the DAC outputs of GRBLM. The result is sim-
ilar for GRBLLunder the same layout symmetry. The pulse
width of the pre-charged signal is controlled by the reference
column containing a replica DAC and an array column to
achieve the matched loading for GRBLM and GRBLL. This
technique mitigates the effect of the process variations on the
PMOS stack and output loading. Simulations show that both
channels of the DAC achieve differential nonlinearity (DNL)
< 0.5 LSB under three (FF, TT, SS) process corners.

Fig. 25 shows the statistical distribution of the multipli-
cation between the 2-b input and 2-b weight in the MSB
channel of the CMU. The result is obtained by feeding the
4-b input into each column. When RWLM and RWLL turn
on, the multiplied result of W[1:0] and IN[3:2] (IN[1:0])
are generated on the RBLM (RBLL), which are converted to
VAs. The layout-extracted netlist of the MSB channel in the
CMU is used for the Monte Carlo simulation. Considering
the netlist size, we use 200 simulations; the sample number is
sufficient to obtain the mean and standard deviation values.
The result is similar for the LSB channel under the layout
symmetry.

FIGURE 25. Statistical distribution of the multiplication result of the MSB
channel of the CMU.

The SAR ADC uses a capacitive DAC for the charge
redistribution to generate the reference voltage for the com-
parator. When the capacitive DAC is realized using extra
capacitors, it can cost a large area. In this work, the capac-
itive DAC is realized using the inherent capacitance of the
16 BL/BLX pairs in the array. The sixteen BLs are divided
into five groups to form the binary-weighted capacitors for
the DAC. Fig. 26 shows the statistical distribution of the

FIGURE 26. Statistical distribution of the ADC output.
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ADC output. The ADC operates at 160 MHz. All inputs are
fed with the same input code, from 00 to 11, to characterize
the ADC, and the weights are written with the same weight
of W = 11, and the expected output 4-b precision from the
ADC is observed. The result indicates that the capacitive
DAC, realized using the intrinsic BL capacitance, achieves
a relatively low variation with the symmetry layout.

F. MEASUREMENT RESULTS
Fig. 27(a) shows the microphotograph of the SRAM-CIM
unit-macro. Themacro size of 128×16 is chosen for proof-of-
concept validation of two parallel multibit MAC operations.
Fig. 27(b) shows the area breakdown of SRAM-CIM unit-
macro. The array efficiency of 10T cells is 38.4%, which can
be increased by using a larger size SRAM macro. Fig. 27(c)
shows the power breakdown, where the ADC and CIM_IO
consume 43.1% and 23.8%, respectively. Table 6 shows the
summary of the proposed 10T SRAM-CIM unit-macro.

FIGURE 27. (a) Microphotograph of the fabricated SRAM CIM unit-macro,
(b) area breakdown, (c) power breakdown of the SRAM-CIM unit-macro.

TABLE 6. Chip summary of the 10T SRAM-CIM for multibit MAC.

A multibit DNN is implemented using the proposed
SRAM-CIMmacro and an FPGA. The FPGA interfaces with
the SRAM-CIM unit-macro by GPIO and level-shifters. The
nonlinear layers (pooling, activation, and batch-norm) are

implemented in the FPGA. Test setup and network structure
are similar to those used in the binary MAC (See Fig. 16),
modified for multibit MAC operation. All weights are trained
using 4-b precision. The inputs and outputs are quantized
using 4-b and 8-b precision, respectively. Each 4-b weight
channel is divided into two groups ofW[3:2] andW[1:0], and
they are stored in one pair row in LMACMSB and LMACLSB,
respectively. The activation inputs corresponding to weight
are applied to multiple columns, and they are converted to
analog voltage to produce IWP. The CONV1 and FL7 layers
are implemented on the SRAM-CIM. Table 7 shows the
mapping of CONV1 and FL7 layers for the SRAM-CIM.
For the CONV1 layer, the weight size is 3 × 3, with one
input channel and eight output channels. Each of the eight
output channels is mapped to one pair row in the array.
In every cycle, 9 (=3 × 3) activation inputs (IN[i]) are sent
to nine columns of 10T SRAM-CIM array, and computation
of two 8-b outputs are performed in parallel. Because the
unit-macro supports two MAC operations in parallel, this
process is repeated four cycles to complete the CONV1 layer,
resulting in 9× 2×2 operations per cycle. For the FL7 layer,
sixteen output channels are mapped to 16 pair rows. Six-
teen activation inputs are sent to the array every cycle to
process two parallel multibit MAC operations, resulting in
16 × 2×2 operations per cycle. An inference accuracy of
97.5% is achieved using the implementation. The accuracy
loss compared to the simulation is less than 0.5%.

TABLE 7. Parameter mapping of the layers for the SRAM-CIM.

Recent works show large capacity SRAM-CIM macros,
for example, 64 Kb [28], 384 Kb [29], and 4.5 Mb [33],
which allows the application to speech recognition and image
classification.Works [19] and [23] report the inference results
using the CIFAR-10 dataset, which demands a relatively large
network with many inputs. The number of input is 64 and
256 for the works [19] and [23]. Our design has 16 inputs
which are not enough to process the CIFAR-10 dataset.

Table 8 shows a comparison with the previous SRAM-CIM
works supporting multibit MAC operation. Compared
to [16], [17], which is based on a 6T bit-cell, our work is
robust to the write disturb. Compared to [16], [18], [19], our
work supports higher weight (4-b) and output (8-b) preci-
sion. The work [17] supports 8-b precision; however, this
work achieves a relatively low accuracy of 92%, attributed
to the sensitive read current by word-line voltage variation.
Compared to [18], which has similar accuracy with ours,
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TABLE 8. Comparison with previous SRAM-CIM works.

our work achieves a 28% higher throughput density. The
limited throughput of our work is attributed to a relatively
small unit-macro size of only 2 Kb. If we assume that the
throughput is directly proportional to macro size, our work,
scaled to 16 Kb, can achieve higher throughput than [17]
and [18]. Besides, our work proposes a new method of real-
izing the SAR ADC using intrinsic bit-line capacitances.
This approach solves the area issue of the conventional SAR
ADC [19], the low performance of integrating an ADC [18],
and the high power consumption of flash ADC [20].

IV. CONCLUSION
This paper presents two SRAM-CIM unit macros using the
new 10T SRAM bit-cell for robust and scalable designs. The
first SRAM-CIM macro supports binary MAC operation to
achieve a high throughput and energy efficiency. Advanced
circuit techniques are presented using an input-dependent
dynamic reference generator and an input-boosted sense
amplifier. The unit macro, fabricated in a 28-nm CMOS pro-
cess, achieves 409.6 GOPS throughput and 1001.7 TOPS/W
energy efficiency. The second SRAM-CIM macro supports
multibit MAC operations to increase the inference accu-
racy with 4-b weight, 4-b input, and 8-b output precision.
A new approach of realizing four 2-b multiplication in par-
allel increases the signal margin by 16× compared to the
conventional approach.We present an area-efficient approach
for realizing the capacitive DAC in the SAR ADC using
intrinsic bit-line capacitances of the SRAM-CIM macro. The
proposed approach of realizing four 2-b parallel multiplica-
tion using the capacitive DAC is successfully demonstrated
with a modified LeNet-5 neural network. Key contributions
of this work can be summarized: 1) this work demonstrates
an approach for realizing one of the best energy efficiency
(1001.7 TOPS/W) and throughput density (409.6 GOPS/Kb)
using the advantage of both process scaling (28 nm) and full
parallel computing, 2) we present proof-of-concept validation

of realizing two parallel multibit (4-b weight, 4-b input, and
8-b output) MAC operations. The key new finding is that
the successful operation of the proposed unit-macro for both
multibit and binaryMAC operation is demonstrated using the
proposed 10T bit-cell. Therefore, the 10T bit-cell is promis-
ing for robust and scalable SRAM-CIM designs, which will
be useful for realizing full parallel computing of the AI edge
processors.
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